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About This Game

Forests of Augusta takes place in the forest where you will hunt wild animals and scavenge them for crafting materials. You will
gather resources like wood, stone, iron to eventually build your own camp. You will have to defend your camp from wild animal

attacks. With the gathered resources you can craft items like bows, arrows, potions and food.

Ranked Game Mode:
You will accumulate score points for your actions while the game time is not yet over. After the game time has completed you

will be presented with your final score and have the possibility to compete on the leaderboards. After the game time is over you
are still free to further explore the game.

Halloween Mode:
You will have to survive in the forests at night where skeletons invade the forest. You will acquire experience points and level
up while enemies also endlessly become more and more powerful. You are able to allocate stat points to further enhance your

playstyle! When you die you get to submit your level score to the leaderboards.
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Title: Forests of Augusta
Genre: Adventure, Early Access
Developer:
Rebel Camp Games
Publisher:
Rebel Camp Games
Release Date: 2 Jul, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 64-Bit SP1, Windows 8.1 64-Bit, Windows 10 64-Bit

Processor: Intel Core i5-4570T 2.9 GHz / AMD FX-6100 3.3 GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 560 Ti / AMD Radeon HD 6850

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 7 GB available space

English
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Not many songs to be played, but it is a fun game. I have stupid fingers, so it is frustrating at times. If you can grab it on sale, it
is a good buy.. Simple, fun game, but there is an annoying bug in the Mac version that keeps the player from accessing better
weapons\/armor, due to the way the "str" requirements are formatted, I guess.. Its simply too bare bones at the time of this
review. Good concept but there is simply not enough of a game. The items and artifacts are varied but there are only a hand full
of enemies that provide little challenge. I hope to see this game a bit more fleshed out.. Great art style. Cool idea. I highly
recommend this game, especially to anyone who enjoys tycoon games. I think this game has A TON of potential, and is aleady
fun in its current state. BUY IT!. Very fun twin-shooter game, got finished it in one sit.
Recomend this game if you want casual game.
Be sure pick it up, when got discount.. I actually played this game longer than skyrim!. I really enjoyed this puzzle game. It takes
the "start on one block and run along all other blocks without reusing a block or getting trapped" and it adds a couple things.
You're an adventurer collecting coins. And since you can't pass a level without standing on every block (including the coin ones)
you'll never lose out on your growing fortune. On the flip side, I have no idea what those coins are for but.... they sure are fun to
collect! Also, on each level, is a brown box which is your exit. So try to angle towards that last. If you run onto the brown block
without stepping on all the others, there's a weird explosion noise and you begin at the start of the level.

There are 60 levels and most you'll probably whiz by. But I found quite a few a little challenging and I found all of them fun.
This game won't win any graphic awards but the music was nice and catchy. If you enjoy puzzles and particularly if you enjoy
100%ing a steam game, I recommend this. I'm actually a bit sad illie isn't longer. If they add content or come out with illie 2,
I'm all over that!. EDIT: After several more hours in the game, I can now add micromanagement hell to the list of woes.
Min/maxing planets takes hours of playtime. The whole planets idea is nice enough, but did you have to make it so laborious?
Devs, did you ever actually play your game? I have been a fan of 4X space games for over 20 years, and this is possibly the
worst I have ever played.

I'm very disappointed with this game. Clunky game mechanics and some of the worst art styling I have ever seen. In trying to do
a different take on 4X games, the devs have failed to make a game you want to play. What's in the game works well enough, but
it doesn't grab you. I purchased during early access, and waited for the game to mature on it's way to release. It's still in an
immature state, post - release. The visual styling sums up the whole game nicely - Crude with delusions of quality.. This game is
simple in a rough way, not in a neat way. Got bored pretty soon.. Mellow, shallow tracks in low- and midtempo. Perfect for
puzzlies and minigames, so I'm sure: it's worth it!
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love it i recommend this game to people who like cod heros.. This game is hard to control, doesn't run on my computer, and a
waste of money and time. This game sucks. A decent confuse ish game.

go and play on a little windowed screen and open video/talking/download

this game is kinda moderate paced (it relies on upon how genuine you play it)

essentially you are the god who is keeping people from raining so as to come to your sanctuary in the sky down enchantment
stuff to topple down their summoning so as to build while keeping up their confidence pin-up young ladies (hot chicks) and
making an effort not to hit them with your enchantment.

sorry for the short one since it as of now covers the greater part of the game.

(i didn't get any accidents and issues, so better believe it). I have bought this for Tripwire Interactive who made this awesome
game 'Killing Floor! :Dosh:
If you like this game, buy this DLC for support :Dosh: the 'Tripwire Interactive' and the 'Killing Floor'. :Dosh:
Sincerely, @Atlaimond [HUN] :spacepony:. Farewell, old friend.
You were good, real good, maybe even the best.

We'll miss your amazing games, stories and characters.
Hope you guys the best. <3
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